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THE FRICTION OF PISTON RINGS· 
By Hans We Tischbein 
Th e coefficient of friction betw een piston rin g and 
cyli nde r liner was measured in relation to gliding acceler-
ation , pressure , temp e rature, quantity of oil and qualit y 
of oil. Comparing for me r luoriction-technical tests, con-
clusions were drawn a s to th e state of friction, Th e coef-
fici ent s of friction as figured out according to the hydro-
d ynam ic theory were comp a red with those measured b y te sts . 
Special t es ts were made on "oiliness, » Th e highest perc i s-
sible p ressure was measured Bnd the ratio of pressure d is-
cu ssed. 
SU MMARY 
~he coeffici en t of friction bet ween piston ring and 
c y li ~d er wall ( b oth average coefficient and coefficien t at 
d iff e rent p oi n ts ov e r the st roke ) was me asured on a tes t se t-
up in relation to rubbing speed , wall pressure an d te wpe r a ture, 
i ncrease in runnin g-in time, oil quan tity, and type of oil. 
The i verage friction coefficients fluctuat ed between 0.02 and 
0.1 4 ~nd , for the same oil samples and t es t co nd itions at 
medium and h i gh wall pressures, was much greater than the 
fri ct ion coefficients of a we ll-oiled journal beari ng • . 
rH xe d f ri c t io n \<" a s I i r. g en era 1, f 0 un d to e x is t, ex c e p t 
at lo u \"8.11 pressures, Ov e r working-surface temperatur es Hith 
hi ~h ave r age rubbin g speed, whe r e fluid friction in t he cen-
tral p a rt of th e stroke may be considered likely. 
The fr iction co ef fici ents c a lcul ated for the pr esent 
c a,SG i n supp ort of G{imbel amounted to a multiple of t he ex-
peri menta l val u es . Accordi ng to this the premises underlying 
the se the or e tic al calcu l a tion s appea r to ~ e wrong. The i n-
flu en c e of oili ne ss was discernible. F or the same t es t cond i-
tions , differen t oils of the same vi s co sity showed diff e rent 
co efficients of friction. Th e wid est discrepanci e s oc cur r ed on 
*"Rei bun g ~n Koloenringen." Kr af tstoff, Dec. 1 939 , 
PP . 83- 87 , Jan. 1940, PP . 6- 8, F e b. 1940, PP . 3~-42, and 
Ma r ch 194 0, PP. 71-75. 
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th e 8ngine oils; wh ereas the bearing oils disclOsed only 
minor d iff e renc es. A comparison of the test data on t he 
ba s is of Vogelpohl's numb er indicat e d that this number 
affords no adequate explana tion for the differences in 
friction coefficient. 
2 
Th e limits of the high e st permissible wall pressure of 
the p iston ring on the liner and the highest permissible 
worki n -surface temp e ratures also we re measured , and t he 
pr es sure conditions at the piston ring discussed, particularly 
th e VI a 11 pre s s 11 red u e tog asp res sur e and m 0 v in g- a\-1 ay 0 f t 11 e 
ring a s a result of the reciprocal action of frictional force 
and gas pr e ss~re. 
II TRODUCT ION 
In the friction of two solid surfac e s sliding over ea ch 
oth er a differen ti ation usually is made betwe e n dr y , fluid, 
and mixed friction. 
In fluid friction the rubbing surfaces are completely 
sep a rat e d by a fluid film. The lub ric ant adheres to th (~ ma-
terial of the rubbi ng s urf a c e s, and t he ent ire friction proc-
ess takes place in the lubricating film betw een th e t~o sur-
f acos . The frictional r es istance is, therefore , due to pure 
flui d f riction. I n lamin a r flow the s~ earin g str e ss i n the 
flui1 is, accordin g to Newt on, e qual to the product of veloc-
it y g r a dient and d y namic or ab solute viscosity. Reynol~s 
(r eferen ce 1 ) appl i e d t h is theorem to fluid friction, while 
G~mbol (r e ference 2) extended it to include journal b earings. 
This thoory has been l a r ge ly confirmed by experiment, but 
th o r e a re d iscrepanci es a lsO. Thus, oils of different source 
and treatment eXhibit, in spite of id en tical viscosit y , d i f -
f e r 0nt .. coeffic .i e nts of f ri ction .. in the journal ·oe a ring. 
V o i gtl~nde r (r e f e r e nce 3) and Buche (r e f e r ence 4) controll ed 
the vi s cosity in th~ir tests on dissimiler oils by v a rying 
th e oil te mpe r at ure and found discrepanciss up to 25 percent • 
An oX91anati on for t he disc r epancies is pr in cip a lly lo oked 
for i n the Dio l ecular-ph;<lsi cal sph e re. (A complete sur 'ey of 
modern views on surface con d ition and friction is g iven i n a 
book by Sc :J.maltz (r efe rence 5) which also contains R. very com-
prehens ive list of references . Kyropoul0 3 (r eference 6 ) has 
list ed t he physicO-chcmic::tl properti os of lub ricatin g fil ms. 
A det~i l ed catalo g ue also is givon.) Tho so lid surf a c es s lid-
in g ovo r Ga c h other a r c carriers of free vn len c e s. In t ~ is 
fi e l d of force the oil molecules stretched out at . full le~gth 
• 
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with their polar ends are adsorbed to the surface and set 
up at right angles to it. Depending upon the field of force 
and the chemical composition of the lubricant molecule one or 
more of suc~ adsorbing layers cover the surface of th e solid 
body. The layers slide ov e r each other, whereby the inact ive 
ends function as sliding surfaces . During the motion, t he 
mol e cules at right angles to the surface are obliquely bent . 
But aside from these adsorbing layers the arrangement of the 
molecules themselves in the lubricatin g layer between these 
boundary layers is of influence on the friction. The lon b 
lubricant mOlecules orient themselves with their longitud inal 
axes in flow direction (flow orientation) and so reduce the 
fri ct ional resistance in the fluid layer, since the dynamic 
viscosit y at flow orientation of molecules is low e r than the 
values r e corded with a viscosimeter. This viscosity reduction 
dep ends upon the chemical structure of the lubricant molecules. 
the rubb in g sp e ed , and the clearance width. These influence s 
to gethe r with the conditions for the adsorbed boundary laye r 
produce differences in the frictional forces an d therefore 
may explain a discrepancy of the computed values from t hose 
obtai ned acc ord ing to the t ho ory of flui~ friction. 
A further reason for the discrepancy between the theo-
retical and experimental data is to be found in the fact that 
the theory of fluid friction premises perfectly smooth rubbing 
surfac es . But the surfac e roughness can be of the same order 
of magnitude as t he clearance width (reference 5) and i n that 
case i s not negligible with respect to t he oil-film thickne ss . 
If the distance between the solid bodies is very s ma ll t 
the adsorbed boundary lay e rs sli de directly Ov e r each other. 
When t he surfaces are flat and s eparated from each oth er by 
a film of lubricant of on ly a fe w molecules, the fricti on is 
that of a boundary l ~b rication. In contrast with fluid fric-
ti on , boundary lubrication can be associated with wear, be-
cau se the lubricant mo l e cul e s adher e SO strongly to th e wall 
that parts are torn out of it. Th e coefficients of friction 
for boundar y lubric at ion are 'sub stantially greate r th an for 
fluid f riction . Pur e boundary friction conform in g to defin i-
tion is practically unattain ab l e because o f t he roughness of 
the r ubbing sur fa c e s. 
According to old e r conc e pts the sem i-fluid or mixed fric-
tion is the simUltan e ous appearance of fluid and dry friction 
b y t h in lubricating film. But the existence of absolutely 
cl ean surf aces lac k s emp irical basis according to more mode rn 
concepts; ad s o rb ed lubricant layers of sp e cial structur e are 
alway s p r e sent at the surf a ces. At present, mix e d friction 
• 
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defines the zone in which the fully fluid friction changes 
to purc boundary friction. The mixed friction is predomi-
nately associated with wear. because the surface pressures 
between the prominent roughness peaks can presumably become 
SO groat that .these particles can be sheared off o r torn out 
without interrupting the adsorbed lubricant film at tho point 
of the fracture~ The greater th~ proportion of boundary 
friction to the mixed friction, the greater the effect of 
those factors which are not included in the theory of fluid 
friction. Exploration of the boundary film indicates that 
. the friction cannot be adequately explained on the basis 
of purely mechanical considerations. The multitude of care-
fully carried through exploratory labors Yield, as such, 
much valuable material for the explanation of the lubricating 
process, but no definite criterion ever has been found for 
the so-called oiliness. Numerical data on properties such 
as th e heat of adsorption, orientation of flow, capillary 
constant, diele c tric constant , and sO forth, yield a sense 
of direction - for example, it has been determined that the 
heat of adsorption decreases "lith increasing friction (refer-
ence 4) - but the experimental conditions are not always 
definite for a comparisono 
A new method for judging the oiliness is given by Vogel-
pohl (ref Grence 7), who sees an explanation for the discrep-
ancy of the friction tests in the viscosity distribution in 
the lubricating film. The viscosity in the direction of mo-
tion in a plain bearing decreases as a result of the tcmper-
ature rise in the lubricating film. There also are differ-
ences in viscosity in radial direction. The decrease in 
viscosit y with respect to a specified average value is a 
measure for the carrying capacity of the bearing. Vog e l p ohl 
forms a characteristic for the oiliness. which contains the 
tamperature relationship of the viscosity, the specific veight , 
anu t~Q specifia heat. 
In a comparison with Voigtl~nderls bearing friction tests 
he finds that the characteristic increases with growing fric-
tional force,but in view of these few tests his theory does 
not a p pear reliable enough and requires additional tests for 
confirmation. 
The appraisal of oiliness of oils from different sources 
and wit h different pre- treatment still necessitates comp a ra-
tive tests, with the test co~ditions as closely as possible 
adap ted to service conditions. 
• 
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Pas t Experiments on Piston- Ring Friction 
~he majority of lubricating research is concerned with 
bearing friction; whereas piston-ring friction has been con-
sidered very little SO far . Its research is rendered dif-
ficult by the fact that t he surface pressure between the 
rubbi~g surfaces is usually not known, because , for example , 
it is affected by the working pressure in the cylind er . 
T. :t; . St anton (ref erenc e 8 PP. 469- 472) first measured 
the friction between piston and piston r ings on a sp e ci e l 
t :~st se"G1J.p . It was found that the piston- rin g fricti on 
i ncreased v e ry little 1ith increasing gas pressure over the 
piston . The ga s pressure in the ring grooves was also meas-
ured . 
~ader (refer ence 9) who also used a special setup fo r 
his piston-rin g friction studies found , like Stanton , a 
slight increase in fr ictional force wit h t he g as p r essure . 
His tests showed that the fr.ictional force increased pr o-
port i onal ly to the number of rings . 
Ricardo (r eferenc e 10) measured the fri c tional force 
o f p i s'~ 0 n san d r in g s i 11 reI a. t ion s hip t 0 cool in g- w ate r t e m-
perature and the number of rings on an electrically driven 
i n·;jorn·".l-combus ti on eng ine . He found thE: friction force 
to decrease wit h increasing temperature and the increase 
proportional to t he number of rings . 
Vogel (r e fer en ce 11) in his l e aka~e tests on a Di ese l 
en g in e measure d the ga s pressure between the first and 
second pis to n rin g . He also investigated the friction val-
ues of' the rings , !.lfithout , however , measurin g the frictional 
forco d irectly . 
A number of oth e r articles deal with tho natural stres s 
of 'c: c piston ring , !:lith the heat flo,1 through the piston 
ring , or e lse touch t he prob l em of pi-ton ring fr icti on in 
conj unct ion with other inv es tigation s • 
~he reports me.ntioned so far afford a partial explana-
tion of th e effe ct of th e gas pr e ssure on piston-ring fric-
tion , but fail to g ive suffici en t infor mat ion from tho point 
of vi ow of lubrication. An article by Eweis (r ofo r enco 1 2 ) 
published while the present invost iga tion was under way _ 
( various ~reliminary results have already appeared in the 
following report: Aus dautschen Forschun gstat ten (From 
Gc r.:nan Research). Archiv ftir "lii rmo !,of irtschaf t und Damp f-
• 
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kessohTosen . vol. 16, Bert 1. 1935, PP. 19-20) -- contains 
a discussion of the friction between piston ring and cylinder 
wall, of d ry and semi-fluid friction, and a calcul ation of 
the frictional force for sharp-edge and rounded-edge rings 
under fluid friction , al ong with a numerical prediction of 
the sup~osed pressure distribution of the gas at the buck of 
the rin~s. The pressure distribution and the friction be-
tween ring and cylinder wall were checked by test . The 
pressure distribution was found to be in good agreement with 
the theo ry. The effect of the gas pressure above the piston 
and in the groove in back ' of the rings was determined, the 
relntionship between frictional force and number of rings in-
vestige.ted for self-expanding, non-gas-loaded rings, ::tnd als o 
for rings subjected to gas pressure constant and variable 
with respect to time. Eweis! principal finding was thet the 
friction of piston rings without gas loading wa s proportional 
to the number of rings. Under constant gas pressure the 
friction is almost proportional to the gas loading, but under 
vari~ble gas pressure over the bottom of the piston the in-
cr ease in frictton is greater with few than wi th many rings. 
However, the state of friction of the piston rings requires 
further explanation. It still is uncertain at what operating 
conrritions the fluid or the semi-fluid friction prevails and 
whether it is permissible to figure with the hydrodynamic 
theory in the yrediction of the frictional force. (Salzmann, 
for instance (reference 13), used the hydrodynamic theory in 
his study of the heat flo\l! through the piston ring to detor-
mine the thickness of the lubricating film.) 
The present report is chiefly concerned wi th purely 
lubricating problems. The extent to which the high gas 
pres s ure in the co mbus tion chamber and in the piston-ring 
groov e governs the pressure of the ring against the cylinder 
wall is not quite clear from the investigations made hitherto~ 
So me supp lementary considerations concerning this question 
are incJ.u d ed. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
B 0 C au sci t did not see m f e a sib 1 e tom e~. sur e the pis t 0 n-
ring friction On a running engine, a special test ring was 
used. It was very important that temperature, wall pressure. 
and rubbing speed be thOse obtained in normal service as much 
as possible. I n order to explore the effect of these several 
i nfluences on the piston-ring friction it was necessary to 
desig~ the test setup so that the quantities such as rubbing 
.. 
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s pee d , pre s sur e per un ito far e a , ,oJ 0 1" kin g sur fa c e t em per a-
ture, and amount and kind of lubricant could be varied 
individually and independently of each other. It was also 
of impo~tance that, aside from the average fric t ion values, 
the instantane ous values of the friction coefficient variable 
with the piston stroke , could be measured o 
The movement of the piston was produced by a machine 
crank linkage (part of an erstwhile horizontal gas engine) 
of 210 millimeters stroke . The diameter of the liner was 
chosen at 205 millimete r s . The piston r od of the test piston 
was supported at both sides of the liner and assembled with 
radial clearance to the cross head of the gear~ The crank-
shaft was driven by a belt from an electric motor. 
The liner was fitted with a heating coil SO that its 
temperature could be regulated between room temperature and 
200 0 C. The temperature of the liner was measured with five 
thermocouples suitably spaced 0 . 5 millimeter below the liner . 
The lubricant was supplied in the middle of the liner 
through five radial holes ; the amount was regulated by a 
drop oiler. 
Through the reciprocat~ng motion of the piston, the 
piston rings are moved Over the liner at a rubbing speed 
varying from zero to a maximum value, whereby each time 
the state of "acceleration" and "deceleration" must be 
passed through. If the feed of the lubricant proceeds 
through the liner or from the crankcasing, the state of 
lubrication varies according to the distance from this 
feedin g point. 
From one to four rings could be fitted in the piston; 
the side clearance mounted to 0.05 millim e ter. The rings 
were 4.5 millimeters thick and of 10 millimeters width. 
They ,;rere not self-explanding but pressed against the 
sliding path by a special expanding device(as suggested 
by Wal ge r). (See fig, 2. ) Two double levers C with un-
even arms pivoted on knife edges were pulled together at 
the longer end by a spring D and SO exerted at its short-
lever end an expanding force on the face of the ring end. 
This force T is computed from the spring force and the 
lever system. With F indicating the face area of the 
piston ring, the radial wall pressure Pa introduced by 
this expanding force is 
Pa = ( 1) 
NACA TM No . 1069 8 
on the assumption tha t the outside d i amete r of the ring in 
the unexpanded state was equal to the diameter of the lin e r. 
Th e tension of th e spira l spring D as a me asure of the 
expanding force T was read on a millimeter scale . 
~he first test ring is shown i n figu r e 1. The cast-
iron liner , open at both e nds, was suspended from wires, 
permit ting small motions in dire c tion of the longitudi na l 
axis p r a ctically without resistance. A special t y pe of 
piston carried t~e piston rin g through th e liner so that 
only t~e rin g touc hed the line r . Owing to t he friction a l 
forc e be tween ring and lin e r , t h is likewise goes through 
a reciproc a tin g motion bec a use of th e r eciprocating move-
ment of the piston . The time-displacement curve of the 
liner was p lotted at enlarged scale from a photographic 
recording device . The frictional force between rin g and 
line r follows from t he time-displacement curve of t he liner 
motion according to 
P r = Mb ( kg) ( 2 ) 
where M is the mass of the lin e r and b the acceleration 
i mparted to th e li ne r by the friction. The coeff i cient of 
frictio n wh ich , by definition , is the ratio between fric-
tional force and normal f orc e then follo ws from 
= ( 3 ) 
The speed and the acceleration as well as the corresponul ng 
friction al force with respe ct to ti me were obtained by 
gra?hical d ifferentiation fro m the displac emen~-~ime curve 
o f t~e working surface ; the frictional force then was plo tted 
agains t th e piston displacement by means of the knovn rela-
tionship be tw een displac eme nt and timeD F rc li ~ t na ry tests 
with th is setup , however , indicat e d t hat the graph ic al dif-
fer ent i at io ~ for predicting the acceleratio n and the fric-
tion vclue was too inaccur ate, so th a t the setn~ was r ede-
si gned for a d iff e rent mea sur ing syste~. The prev iously 
easily 110vable li ne r was daffiped between four very sti ff 
spri ng s nnd the de fl ect ion of on e spring recorded . Th is is 
a practi cal measure for th e :!'ictional force exerted ~ad i ally 
on t he li ne r , if t he moti ons of t ~e lin e r a r e SO small that 
its mass forc~s can oa discounted. Af to r initial dif f ic u l-
ti e s i t succeeded i n placi ng th e natural vibr a tion frequency 
of th e e lastically sus pended line r ver y much higher t han the 
fr e quency of the pi ston drive i n spit e of its g r ea t mass. 
" 
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Prerequisite of the accuracy of the evaluation of the 
pressure-time record was a natural vibration frequency of 
at least 400 Hertz. This was obtained by extremely stiff 
sprin g s imbedded in a solid concrete foundation. Since 
the actually recorded natural vibration frequency was con-
sistentlY much lower, usually only half of that computed 
from the spring dimensions, the elastic restraint of the 
springs in concrete was looked upon as cause for it. The 
flexibility of the base was then measured by mechanical-
optical means, the reduction in the natural vibra~ion fre-
quency computed according to Klotter (reference 14) and 
Hayashi (reference 15), and a very satisfactory agreement 
with the measured vibration frequency ascertained. 
The final version is illustrated in figure 3. The 
knife edges F mounted at the front of the liner on a 
level with the center of the liner rested in sockets of 
the flat springs G secured to the base and SO supported 
the liner . Equal initial tension of all four springs was 
insured by spacers between sockets and springs . The initial 
tension was always greater than the maximum frictional force 
because the liner was SO mounted that the reciprocating force 
was not transmitted to it. 
The stiff springs kept the axial motion of the lin er 
very small, the max imum deflections being only a few t h ou-
sandths of a millimeter, thus necessitating a special cethod 
to measure them. The deflection of spring G was measured 
optically by a device illustrated in figure 4. One of the 
four s p rings extended beyond the socket B and carried a 
knife edge 0 at the end. This pressed on a small steel 
band whi ch in turn was supported against a fixed knife edge 
D spaced h orizontally about 0.2 millimeter from O. The 
steel b and was under initial tension with respect to the 
knif e edge s by appropriate torsion and carried a tiny mirror 
F fastened with cement. When the spring twisted in conse-
que nce of the frictional forces exerted on the liner, the 
mirror turned and a light ray reflected by it was deflec ted . 
The path of this light ray recorded by a specially designed 
photograp hic recordi ng device then immediately showed the 
time variation of the frictional forces with consideration 
to the calibration • 
The calibration was obtained by exerting an additional 
known axial force on the liner and recording the deflection 
of th e light rayon the recording instrument. To prevent 
irregularities arising from the naturally very small friction 
in th 0 sockets, th~ calibration was made during the recipro-
• 
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ca t i nb mot ion of th~ p ist on and the displacement of the 
defl ect i on n ot a d on the slowly runnin g film, The coeffi-
ci ent of friction ~ is t he n comput ed fro m the relation-
ship betwee n f rictional force Py and th e expanding force 
T a t the p iston ring : 
Py 
~T 
Sinc e the syst em suscept i b ~e to vibration ~as strongly 
excited by the oscill atiL~ motion of the piston , it b e c ame 
nece ssar y to dampen the vibrations of th e liner. For this 
pur pose a l arger mass i was f r ee l y sus pe nded alon g side tho 
liner (fi g . 3) an d c oup le J to it; the con tact surfaces, k 
and t, of th e liner and d amping mas s r espectiv e ly, wero 
s eparated b y an oil film . 
To as certain the ext e nt of t he e x is ti ng fluid fric t ion, 
0 . 2 volt was applied to th e p i s ton rin g and the liner, 3hi c h , 
?t meta l lic cont act between ri ng and liner, or penetr at ion 
of the oil film, caused a glow tube of special design to 
li gh t up by means of interconnected amplifier tubes. The 
li ght i ng and ex tin guishing of the g lo ! tube was recorded on 
the stri~ along f it h th e frictional force curve. Howev e r, 
t he glow tube al~ays continued to burn 1urin g the t ests even 
t h ou~h t he other te~t r esults argued in favor of fluid fric-
tio n . ~here must have been locally narrowly defined me tal 
cont a cts, perhaps at th e edge s of th e spr e ading area, even 
whil e th e r es t of t he r ing was i n the state of friction. 
Th i s arrangeme nt ras therefore unsuitable for judging the 
st ate of lubrication. It can only b e stated that, at so me 
point of the ring, the distance fro m the wall of t he lin er 
was always onl y of the order of magn itude of a f ew lubr ic an t 
molec ule s. 
With the new test arrangement, aver age speeds of fro m 
0 . 25 to 3 .5 millim e t e rs per s e co nd , unit wall pressur e s 
fro m 0 to 13 ki lo g rams p e r squar e centimeter and mean work -
in g s urf a ce te mp e ratur e s from 40 0 to 250 0 0 could be attained. 
Th e lin e r, with whi ch the principal tests were carried thro u gh , 
was well run in during t he preliminary tests of over 400 hours. 
SEL~CTION OF PISTO~ RINGS AND OIL - TEST PROGRA M 
In order to include the p roportion of the frictio n 
that is not explainable by the viscosity in the tests, the 
•. 
• 
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oils from different sources were always SO selected that 
sev e r a l oils had the same dynamic viscosity or nearly sO 
11 
at ident ical test temperatures. To this end a large number 
of cocmercial brands of oil were tested for viscosity and 
temperature relationships 1,'ith the Ubb e lohde viscosimeter 
(ref e rence 16). The kinematic viscosity was measured up 
to 120 0 0. at higher temperatures the values were tak en from 
th e doub le logarithmic plot by Ubbelohde (fig . 5). The 
specific gravity necessary for calculatin g the absolute vis-
cosit y was measured at two temperatures. The assumption of 
line ar relationship was sufficient for the present purposee 
Nine different oils were used in these tests. The 
commercial trade names and the manufacturers of the oils 
tested are given i n table 1 with the absolute viscosity 
and the specific gravity of the oils at 50 0 0. 
TABLE 1 
ABSOLUT~ VISCOSITY AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF OIL SAMPLES 
I 
011' Source 
1 Shell Voltol I; Rhenania-Ossag 
, jvj in era 1 0 i 1 ~ r 0 r k s A- G 
2 I Shell BA 78; Rhenania-Ossag 
1-1 i n era 1 0 i 1 1" 0 r k s A- G 
3 Slip~lied by the Physical 
Te chnical State Institute 
for comparative tests (no 
other inform a tion available) 
4 Supplied by the Physical 
To chnical State Institute 
for co mparative tests (no 
other information available) 
5 Shell Voltol II; Rhenan ia-Ossag 
r<jine ral Oil ',lorks A-G 
6 Shell Rx; Rhen an ia-Ossag 
Mineral Oil i'jorks A-G 
7 Valvoline, heavy; Valvoline 
Oil Co. Hamburg 
8 KobiloilAF; German Vacuum 
Oil A-G Hamburg 
9 Sh ell 4x: Rhen-ania-Ossag 
ivjin e r a l Oi 1 iTo rk s A-G 
lAbs 01 u te II Spec if ic viscosity I gravity lat 50° C lat 500 ° r kg/ s q m) I (gr / em 3) 
I 0.0023 0 . 879 
.0023 .880 
. 0023 .8795 
.0023 
I 
• 865 
.. 003 1 .879 
.0086 .888 
.00745 .880 
.00695 .879 
.0142 .8905 
~--~-------------------------------------~----------~--------~ 
• 
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Oils 1 to 4 were light machine o ils , 5 was a medium 
machine oil , 6 and 8 m~dium engine oils, 9 a heavy machine 
oil . The engine oils had been obtained from a filling 
station , the others f r om the manufacturers. Figur~ 5 gives 
the temperature relationship of the viscosity for these oils 
according to the formula by O. Walther. For clearness the 
kin emat ic viscosity was plotted in this representation. The 
tests always were adjusted for equal absolute viscosity. 
Oils 1 to 4 h a d the same absolute viscosity of 0.0023 kilo-
gram per square meter at 50 0 0, oils 6 and 7 at 77.5° 0 , 
6 and 8 at 98.8° 0, and 7 and 9 at 149.7 0 O. 
The working surfaces as well as the edges of the 
employed piston rings were machined in various manners. The 
surface "las smooth-ground , fine-turned, or rough-ground; the 
edges were sharp, slightly or considerably rounded off. In 
the tests of oils 5 to 9, the wall pressure, working surface 
t ernpe r c ture, and mean rubbing speed were varied . Oils 1 to 
4 v/ere te sted at only one 1IJall pressure and one working sur-
fac e te illpe rature. The exact test conditions are given in 
table 2. The oil f eed in all the tests was adjusted to 150 
cubic centimeters per hour. The assembly cont e ined only one 
ring, ahr[l,YS of the sharp-edge smooth-ground type. 
For oil 6, the running-in time wes also determined. 
Furthermo re, the relationships b e tween coefficient of fric-
tion a!ld ring-shape, number of rings, and quantity of oil 
were c.etermined . 
INTERPRETATION 
Fi gure 6 is a force-time plot taken with the photo g raphic 
recordi!l g instrum en t. The bright band is the path of the de-
fl e cted s p ot of light. The time scale is given by a simult a-
n e ously recorded wave of 50 Hertz. The directional cha nge 
of the p iston is characterized by th e pressure jump at the 
pOints "right dead center lt and " l e ft dead center." The 
attend~nt natural v ibrations of the liner excited by the 
r C'Te rs c,l of forCe at the dead c ente rs are quickly damped out. 
By p lottin g -!;he average position of the vibrations it \las 
possible to approximate the vari a tion of the frictional force 
in tho vicinity of the dead center. 
The frictional force w~s different for the forward and 
return strokes; no symmetry appeared to be present . 1he 
re~son for this was tha t the ring r e ceived fresh oil in the 
• 
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middle of the cylinder and hence exerted less frictional 
force in its path from the middle of the liner toward the 
de~d c en ters tha~ on its return. 
13 
For the determination of an average frictional force 
(~ver Qge value during one reciprocal cycle) an arbitrary 
zero ~)osition .,.fas plotted (fig. 6). and the areas f1 .:tnu 
fa on ~ithcr side planimetered. Then the averaie of the 
friction coefficient was found from 
( 5 ) 
where 
h length of a stroke in the force~time diagram 
k cnlibratio~ factor. kilogram of frictional force 
per unit of deflection 
P wall pressure a 
F rubbing area of the piston ring 
Bocause the revers~l in force at the dcad centers is 
sudde n, the sum of f1 and fa is in~ependent of the 
position of the arbitrary zero line. 
For the det e rmin ~ tion of the friction coefficie~ts 
vnriable with the piston displacement, the position of 
the li ght s~ot for the friction a l force 0 in the forcc-
time diagram was recorded directly. 4fter taking a pressure 
curve with the recording instrum en t, the crank drive was 
imm edt~t ely stopped, the piston ring relieved SO as to pre-
vent further frictional forces on the cylinder, and the 'o-
sition of the li g ht spot photogr aphed. The thus obtained 
zero lines appeared scntter ed o~ seve~al photographs under 
icienticnl test conditior!s, ,,!hich could, for example, be 
attrib~ted to temperature v ~ riations On the liner and on 
the test instruoen t in the time between taking the force-
time d iagrcm and the zero line. Since the direct m~asure­
mont of the zero position was in consequence not certain, 
it w~s simplY assumed that the frictional energy for the 
reciprocating motion nnd also for the areas f1 and fa 
were of th e same magnitu~e. The obtained zero line then 
corr e sponded on the average to the median position for the 
photo g r aph ically recorded (scattered) zero lines. 
• 
• 
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REPRESEN~ATION OF TEST DATA 
In the representation of the test data , the average 
value of the friction coefficient or of the frictional 
force OV Gr the piston stroke (h e reinafter called mean 
friction coefficient or mean frictional force, for short) 
14 
w [1. s plot ted a s a r din ate an d, in mas t cas e s , the a vcr age 
rubbing speed of th e rings as abscissa . The friction co-
efficient or the frictio~nl force for a certain piston 
setting was plotted against the respectiv e rubbing speed, 
with the working surfnce temperature at c onstnnt wall pr es-
sure or tho wall pressure at constant working surface tem-
pe~ature as parameter. But in several instances it seemed 
more advan~ageous to plot the friction coefficient against 
the te mpera ture or viscosity, resp e ctively , with the rubbing 
speed as parameter at constant wall pressure . Here the 
values for one diagram had been already obtained from 
another, a second graphical error compensation was omitted, 
and the pOints con~ected by straight lines • 
EXPERIM~NTAL RESULTS 
B~~~l~~=~~_~~~~~_Bl~!~~=£l~~_~~~£~~_~~~~~£_~!_£l~!~~ 
El~E~~_~£~_g~Q~ltY_~i_l~EEl~~E!.~ The piston ring had to 
be run in in the liner before the tests started; it was 
con sidered run in when the friction coefficient showed no 
decrease after a protracted interval. During the running 
in of a p iston rin g the friction was measured from time to 
time. Figure 7 shows the decrease in friction with the time. 
After a short period the friction progressively decreased to 
a minimum which was about half of the initial value. 
When a new ring was inserted, the outflowing oil turned 
darl:: for the first hours of the running-in process as a re-
sult of vlear. A 100O-diameter magnification failed to dis-
clo se any particles under the microscope; henc~ the largest 
size of the particle s~ou1d be less than 10-4 millimeter. 
Th e discoloration decreased with the runnin~-in time; after 
the ri ~g was run in there was no difference in color before 
and after use of the Oil, 
Piston rings \'!ith sharp and rounded-off edges (rounding-
off radius 0.2 and 0.5 mm) disclosed almost the same decrease 
in friction coefficient with increasing run ning-in time, as 
shown in f igure 7. fiston rings wi th sharp edges showed 
• 
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high e r friction coefficients at first than those wi th broken 
edges , but a ft e r a 20-hour running- in perj.od under id entica.l 
t est conditions no appreci a bl e edge effect re ~R in e d . The 
r un r. in .:;- i n tim e 0 f a s moo t h pis ton r i n g a V' e r a g e d a -b 0 u t 4 0 
hours . At a ve r y low working surface te mpe r a ture of 60 0 C 
and at a wall p r es sure not e x ceeding 0 . 1 kilogrRm p e r square 
c en ti mete r the rounded-off ri ngs yielded R smaller average 
fri ction coefficient t han the sharp-edge rin gs . Furth e r mo re , 
when t he workin g surface te mpe r e tu re re a ched 215 0 C, th e be-
havior differed accordin ~ to th e edge r a dius . Considerab le 
lubr ic ant e v a porated fro m the surface at this temperature , 
l eaving ~ viscous b rown film that could not be scr aped off 
fro m tho r in g ", i th round ed- 0 ff e d ge an d i'1 h i ch iner eas eel the 
fri ction coefficient by 10 to 15 percent . The sharp-edge 
rin g , on t h e other hand , consistently preserved a b ri ght 
surface even at the h i ghe st te ~pe ratures . 
The s tudy furth e r i ncl uded p ist on rin g s with fine and 
co a r se turn in g g rooves on th e workin g surface . The running-
in time and also the initial coefficients of friction wer e 
gre~ter than for t he g r ound ring , and i ndee d i n cr e a sed as 
th e coarseness of th e turning marks i nc r e as e d . But after 
a sui t ab 1 e run n i n g- in t i L'l e the f ric t ion c 0 e f f i c i en t s ~'1 e re 
exactly the same for both . 
~est s wera made a l so with two and t h r ee sharp- e d ge , 
gr oun d rin g s wo unte d simultan e ously , at an average rubbing 
s pee o. o:f 2. . 15 met e r s per sec 0 n d , a ;./ all pre s sur e 0 f 3 . 0 
ki lo~rams per square c en timeter , a surface tempe ratur e of 
1 20 0 C, nnd an oil feed of 15 0 cubic c en timeters per hour . 
At 8qual wall pr e ssure , the frictional force was propor t ional 
to th e num b e r of piston r i n gs . 
To determine the effect of t he lubricant quantity , 
speci a l t ests were mad e with oil feeds of 25 to 150 cubic 
ce n t imete rs per hour at average speeds of 1 . 5 to 2 . 80 meters 
p e r sec on d , wall pressure of 3 . 0 kilograms per square cen ti-
mete r , and surface t empe ratur e at 1200 and 185 0 C. I t was 
foun d tha t with v e ry copious lubri cat io n scarcely any re-
l at ionship exis t ed be tw een frictio n co e fficient and amount 
of feed ; whereas startin g a t 40 c ub ic centimeters pe r hour 
t he f ri c ti on co eff ici e nt rOs e rapi d ly wi t h decr eas ing oil 
quantity . At a r ound 25 c ubic centimeters per h our th e quan-
tity b e c ame insu f ficient and t he surface started to ch a n ge 
its a ppearan c e . 
11JE.QQ.r.imlln.t...El.-!Li11LQi1_JH!!Il.p.1 JLQ_.2:11.9:_.£Q.ill..Q.EKi..5. Q.!1_.'1"Lt.h 
.QX9,.:r..29:X,Q.2:!fLiQ_1h.~.2.r~X q - Ass 0 en fro m tab 1 e 2 , sa mp 1 e 6 1J as 
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studi ed at a ll test conditions. As the other oil sampl es 
could no t be studied with the same completen es s, the re-
lati onship b e tween t he coefficient of friction and the 
rubbin~ sneed th~ wall nressure and the surf a ce temner-
• ~:"J _,..... .1.. 
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st ure for the experim ent s with oil specimen 6 is discussed 
first an d in connection herewith compared with the hyd ro-
dyna~ic theory. 
Fi g ur e s 8 and 9 show the average friction coeffici ent 
plotted against the average speed with the working surface 
temperature as parameter for two different wall pressures . 
I n fi g u res 10 and 11 the averag e friction coefficient is 
shown plotted against the average rubbing speed, with the 
wall p r p ssure for two surface temperatures as parameter . 
The a v e rage rubbing speed was adjusted bet ween 0.35 and 
3 . 50 mete rs per second , the surface temp e rature between 
6 5 . 3 0 and 215 0 C and the wall pressure between 1.5 an d 9 
kilograms per square centimeter . The average frictio n co-
efficients for all test conditions ranged between 0. 02 and 
0.13 . In figure 12 the frictional force for wall pressur e s 
varying from 1.5 to 9 kilograms per square centimeter is 
directly plotted against the resp ective piston position • 
In t h i s instance th o average rubbin g speed was 2.15 meters 
per se cond; the working surface temperature 119.6 0 C. Th e 
vari a tion of th e rubbin g speed durin g the piston movement 
also is indicated. The frictional force is substituted he re 
for th e friction coeffici ent for the purpose of clearness . 
A noteworthy feature is t he rapid rise in frictional force 
at low ru bbing sp eeds in the vicinity of th e dead center . 
This rise is so much more pronounced and th e frictional 
forc e SO much greater as the wall pr e ssure and the working 
surf ace tempe ratures are higher . 
On comparing, as in figure 13, the curve of the fric-
tional i orce at dif fe rent temperatures from 65 . 3 0 to 215 0 C 
an d at th e low wall pressure of 3 . 0 kilograms per square 
ce ntimet er , it is rather unusual to see that at low temper-
ature the maximum frictional force occurs in the center of 
th e str oke rather t h an near dead center . 
Fi g ure 14 sho ws the frictional force plotted against 
the piston displacement at constant temperature of 63 . 5° C 
and con stant wall pressure of 3 . 0 kilograms per square 
cent imeter , but for average rubbing speeds of 1 . 15 , 2,15, 
and 3 . 2 0 weters per se cond . Exactly as in figure 13 , here 
also th e max imum fr ictional force o c curs at the center of 
the piston stroke . 
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The rubb i ng s~eed is a function of the piston setting 
and ~t the sa~e time proportio~al to the rotative speed or 
mean piston speeQ. If, at any rotative speed, the rubbing 
speod is determined at each piston position and these 
rubbin g speeds plotted against the coefficient of friction, 
the curves shown in figures 15 and 16 ~re obtained. The 
test uoints of each curve nre shown for three mean rubbing 
speed~. Since the two halves of the stroke disclosed dif-
ferent friction coefficients for the same speed before and 
behind the oil hole as a result of the fresh oil reaching 
the rin g in the center of the liner, only the friction co-
efficients for the piston motion from dead center to center 
of piston stroke were used for the representation. The 
curves show the relatic~ship between frictional force and 
and rUbbing speed , temper£..ture e,nd v,all pressure; one un-
usual fact is thp,t the frictional force despite the differ-
ent average piston speeds is identically great at the same 
absolute piston speed. ~undamentally the variations of 
the curves in figures 15 and 15 are in agreement with those 
of fi g ures 8 to 11. 
The curves in figures 8 to 11, ~5 , and 16 manifest a 
certain similarity with the results repeatedly obtained for 
journal~bearing friction (references 17 and 18). For these 
tests (see fig. 19) the friction coefficient in the sphere 
of hydrodynamic friction customarily increases with the 
rotativ e s p eed; while the friction coefficient in the sphere 
of mixed friction passes through a minimum and then increases 
again considerablY by decr e asing rotative speed. Assuming 
that th e relationship between speed and friction coefficient 
On the piston ring is, as for the journal bearing, a charac-
teristic for the state of friction, some likely conclUsions 
as to th e type of friction might be drawn from these diag rams. 
It may be assum e d that at the lowest running surface temper-
ature at 65.3° C up to the wall pressures of 7.5 kilograms 
per square centimeter (fig. 10) hydrodynamic friction pre-
vailed as yet, but that in all tests at substantially higher 
te mperatures and high \.,al1 press,ure (fig. 11) mixed friction 
predomin a tes, as reflected in the more or less marked ascent 
of ~ he friction coeffici e nt with decreasing rubbing speed. 
From figures 1 5 and 16 it may be concluded that mixed 
friction prevails near dead center even at low temperature 
and low wall pressure - that is, in the ran g e of low rubbing 
speed - because the friction coefficients no longer decrease 
with decreasing rubbing speed tOvlard the dead centers. iJ ever-
theless, the curve of the Ifaverage II rubbing speed under iden-
ti c al t e st conditions is on til e whole ind.icative of hy d rody-
namic friction. Thus the mi x ed friction seems to be r e latively 
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small in the dead centers. But the higher the running sur-
face te mperature and the wall pressure become, the smaller 
the proportion of the fully fluid friction, even the range 
of maxi mum rubbing speed in the center of the piston stroke. 
The friction coefficients of the piston ring can be 
computed by means of the hydrodynamic theory under simplifY-
ing assumptions. According to GUmbel (reference 2) a sup-
portin g oil film can be developed even between parallel 
rubbi ng surfaces if the front edge of the rubbing surface 
is rounded off. The rear edge plays a secondary part as 
proved by Salzmann. Assuming , according to salzmann, 'flat 
rub t ing surfaces and parabolically rounded-off edges, the 
equation for the average wall pressure Pa between the 
flat a re a s reads 
"'lhe r e 
n absol~te viscosity 
v rubbing speed 
ho t h ickness of oil film 
p r ad ius of curvature in the apex of the parabola 
Transformation of equation (6) gives for thickness of the 
oil film 
For the frictional resistance P r of the slidin g ring 
Ewei s (r e ference 12) obtains 
( 8 ) 
where F is the rubbing area of piston ring. 
A further assumption is that the pressure before and 
• 
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in back of the ring is zero in accord with the conditions 
of th o previous ly described test ar r angement . 
After equations ( 7) and ( 8) , in equation (3 ) th e 
formula for the friction coefficient ~ reads : 
( 9 ) 
From equation (9) it is seen that in fluid friction 
19 
the friction co ef fici ent increases with increasing rubbing 
speed and decreases with rising wa ll pressure . Thus the 
existence of fluid fricti on is especia lly strongly indicated 
in the test data of fi~ura 10, where the average friction 
coefficients increase rapidly with g rowin g a v e rage rubbing 
speed an d decrease with rising wall pressure . 
C 0.1 c u 1 a tin g, C'. c c 0 I' din g toe q nat io n (9), the f ric t ion 
coefficient for oil specimen 6 at a rubbing speed of 3 
meters per second , a surf ace temperature of 65 . 3 0 0, and 
a wa ll pressure of 1 . 5 kilograms per gquare centimeter 
while assuming p , say at 0 . 1 and 0.01 mil lim ete r, respec-
tively , gives the values of 0 . 218 to 0.470 , as gga inst the 
measured value of only 0 . 124 . The calculated f riction co-
efficient is therefore greater t han the experimental coef-
ficient . 
I n figure 15 the friction coefficient for 0.1 nnd 0.01 
millimo'cer edge radii , 65 . 3° C surfaee temperature , anc~. 3 . 0 
kilo gram s per square centimeter wall pressure are plotted 
ng2.Lu2t the r<:bbin g speed EtS comp uted by e<luation (9). 
Ad mittedly there is n considerable difference in m~gnitude , 
but D.~ the lo~ temperature of 65 . 3 0 C the variation of the 
curv os for the theoretical and oxper imen ta l friction coef-
fici ents is the sarno ; hence , it may be deduced that in these 
t es t co~ditions the friction i s predocina~tly fluid, One 
rea son for the g r ent diff e re~ce is to be found, f ir st of all , 
in tho assumption of perfectly smoot~ rubbing surfaces . For 
thG friction coefficie~ts of 0 . 218 a~d 0.470 computed by 
equ~tion (7) the oil filu thicknesses can be predicted , They 
8mount to 0.0033 and 0.0015 millimeter between ring nnd li n er 
and honce hnv;; nbo' t the seme mag:l.itude ns the r oughne ss which 
runs to ~ bout 0.002 mill i ceter even for f~nely machined sur-
faces . Owin g to the unaroidable roughness of the rubbin ~ 
surf ~ ces the oil film is thicker on the average than tho se 
computed p reviousl y , which might perhaps explniL the inferior 
magn ituJo of the meas<:red frictional forces . The marked effe ct 
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of the curvature radius in figure 15 cou l d not be substan-
t iateo. b;, tests . Pisto n rings with sharp edges and curva-
ture radii of 0 . 1 and 0.5 mi l limeter were studied under 
ot~erwise identical test conditions and no measurable d if-
ferences in friction coeffici en ts ~ere ascertained. 
Vith a v iew to including as many test data as possible 
for it cOJ:1prehensive comparison , the friction coefficient 
finally ras p l otted against the over- al l characteristic 
The test values were selected from the r ange where flu i d 
f ric t i 0 i-: ,., a s t 0 be '., x p e c ted; t 1-1 f1 tis , at low t ~ m per a t u r e 
a nd sm~ll wall pressure . Figure 17 shows that, throughout 
the entire range of characteristic theore t ically c omputed 
frictio~ , v a lues are greater than th e experimental values . 
~EQ.CiEiE:!2!ll.§._~~.:ldL~iff~':£.~!l.l_.~~E.£i.£~Q!'§' . - Th e expl ora tory 
test s with oil 6 inticatcd among other things that full fluid 
fri ct ion did not p=evail du ring the who l e stroke and that 
mixod ~riction al 1~Y s occurred in th e vicinity of dead center . 
The ~roportion of the fluid friction in the mixed friction 
was as mu ch smaller as WQIl pr e ssure and temperature were 
hi ~h c r . I n this region of the mixed friction it is to be 
expected that vi scos ity and those other typic:'.l character-
istics of oilG called oilin es s are especially evident . To 
preclude the viscosity effect ~ ~ the subsequent tests th e 
comp~rison v'~s maie with oils illBni~esting th e same absolute 
vi scosity at ~quRl test temperature. Thus the light machine 
oils 1 to 4 hnd th0 same viscosity of 0.0023 kilogram p~r 
squar o mete r Rt 500 0 , and after mi~ute compRrativJ t est s 
for theso oils with t~ B bcarin~ testing machine i n accordance 
wit~ ~ alcc r- Schneider (r efere~ ce 13) and ~Uche thoy then 
a Iso 11 e re usc d for the t (; s t son pis ton r i 1: g S • The a v c r "f; e 
frictio~ coefficients were determined for rubbing speeds 
of fro~ 0 . 2 to 3 . 0 Doters pe r second at 1 .5 ~ilograms por 
squBrc contimeter const an t wall pressure , 50° 0 te~~eratuTe , 
and 150 cu b i c ce~ti ne. te~s per hour oil feod . The difference 
bet ~een the ind i vidual Oils , ~hilo bein3 s li ght according to 
fi~urc 18 , neve r th Gl ess shows the sequence in the magnitude 
of t he fri tion values v 0ry plainly. Oil 1 has th e lo wes t 
friction coef:icien ts , ;fallo'·Ted b ~r oils 2 , 4 , and 3 . The 
curves manifdst a su r prisinglY great similarity to the curves 
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obtain ed with the same oils on the plain journal bearing. 
(Cf. fig. 19, where some of Bllche1s test data have been 
r eproduced.) The oils inaicated by A and B are the 5 and 
2 of the present report. As on the plain journal bearin~ 
the friction coefficients on the piston ring decrease with 
decreasin g rubbing speed, pass through a minimum, and then 
r apidly rise again with further decreasing rubbing speed, 
In tho tests wit h th e bearing~testing machine, oil 1 like-
wise had tho lowest frict ion coefficient; then follow 4, 
3 , and 2 ; only 2 therefore shows a divergence, 
Noteworthy is the difference between the lowest fric-
tion coeff ici e nts of a plain journal bearing of around 
0,001 to 0.002 and those of a piston ring of about 0.05 to 
0,10. The coefficient of friction of a piston r ing is about 
50 times g reater than that of a journ al bearing. 
Aside from the light machine oils 1 to 4 the friction 
co efficients of the commercial engine oils 7, 8, and 9 also 
were determined with engine oil 6 included for the compar ison. 
Oils 6 and 7 had at 77.5 0 C the same absolute viscosity of 
0.00247 kilogram per squ~re ccntimet8r, oils 6 and 8 a vis-
co sity of 0.00117 kilogram per square centimete r at 98° C, 
and oils 7 and 9 a viscosity of 0 .000380 k ilo gram pa r square 
centi meter at 149.7 0 O. The friction coefficient was de-
ter oin ed at 3,0 kilograms per square centimet r wa ll pres-
sure and at the t est temper a tur e at which the S8me vis-
co sities QPp ea r ed. (See fig, 2 0.) It WRS found that in 
spite of equnl viscosity at tje BRme test temperature those 
oil B also manifested a differenco in friction coeffici ent . 
Thu s , at a mean rubbing speed of 3.0 meters per second , the 
diff erence i n the friotion co ef ficients of oils 6 and 7 
mounted to a b out 10 p e r cent, and for oils 7 and 9 it was 
even grea ter at 1.5 meters p e r second mean rubbing speed. 
It is surprising thgt the diff 8ren ce in friction co.-
efficients of oils 6 and 7 is SO grent, although on t he 
average , fluid frictio n might oe presumed in vi e w of the 
low working su rf ace temperature of 77.5 0 C and the ascent 
of the fric tion coefficient with increasing speed. The 
friction coefficients of oils 7 and 9 show differences as 
high as 15 percent at 149.7 0 Q and are indic ative by reason 
o f th e speed relationship of mixed friction, On the other 
hand l tho measurements on o il s 6 and 8 at 98.8° C disclosed 
no approciable difference in friction coefficient, althou~h 
the ns~ect of th e curves thGmse~ves is indicative of mixed 
friction. 
t 
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For the comparison of oils 5 , 6, 7 , 8, and 9, through-
out the entire viscosity range the average friction coeffi-
cients were plotted (fig. 21) against the absolute visco si ty. 
The wall pressure was 3.0 kilograms per square centimeter 
and t~e average rubbing speed 3.0 meters per second. Although 
few i n number at low viscosity, the test points for oil 9 fit 
qui te well in the total picture. Oils 6, 7 , ano. 8, which !'1t 
the same temperature have approximately the same viscosity, 
manifest only minor differences in friction coefficient. Oil 
5, on the other hand, has substantially lower temperatures 
through out the whole viscosity range and exhibits a varying 
beh a vior. (See fig. 21.) In the zone of high vis c osities, 
oil 5 shows lower friction coefficients than oils 6, 7, and 
8 ; by decreasing viscosity it has, starting from 0 0 0025 kilo-
gram pe r square meter, about the same viscosity, and from 
0.0005 kilogram per square meter on, the friction coefficient 
increases rapidlY with fUrther decreasing viscosity. 
Figure 22 shows the same repr esen tation for an average 
rubbi n~ speed of 0 . 6 5 meter per second after an initial de-
crease with decreasing viscosity, the friction coefficients 
incr ea se and reach a maximum which for oil 5 lies at D = 
0.0012, for oil 8 at 'Ii = 0.00035, for oil 6 at 'Ii = 0 .. OOO~2, 
and for oil 7 at 'Ii = 0.00028, after which they decrease 
again at very low viscosity. At low viscosity, oil 5 exhibits 
a rapid rise, which might be due to intense wearing; the out-
flo··ring oil turned dark in this viscosity range in the tests 
wit~ oil 5. It may be presumed that a similar rise would 
o c cur in 0 i 1 s 6, 7, 8 t an d 9 a 1 s 0 a t 1 01,1[ est vis cos i t y, but 
with the present test arrangem ent such low viscosities were 
unobtain able ; he nc e the tests could not be extended to in-
clude th e se oils in the region of intense wear. 
The cited maximum bec ome s much plainer as the rubbing-
speed - that is, as the proportion of the boundary friction 
within the mixed friction - is greater. ~he appearance of 
the :.1ax imum seems to have a certain similarity with the ex-
perimental results by Herschel (report presented at the 
I ~tern~ti onal Oongress for Lubricating Research, Strassburg, 
Jul y 2 0- 26, 1931, a summary of which was published in VD~ 
volo 75, PP. 1539-40). Herschel found on an oil-testing 
machine built by himself that at decreasing rubbing speed 
th e friction coefficient varied similarly to figure 18. 
Having reached a min imum value, the friction coefficient 
risp.s rapidly, but then decreases again at considerablY re-
duced rubbing speed. In the range of predominant mixed 
frictio n he also found that, with growing proportion of 
boundary friction to the mixed friction, the friction coef-
ficient exhibits a maximum value in its curve. The result 
.. 
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of figures 21 and 22 can be summarized to the effect that 
the oils exhibiting only minor differences in viscosity at 
the same temperature , will show only slightly differ ent 
friction coefficients throughout the whole viscosity range; 
while oils with widely varying viscosities at the same 
tempe rature manifest greater differences in friction coeffi-
cients an d in their relation with the viscosity. The differ-
ences are much more pronounced as the temperature is higher 
and the rubbing speed lower , or in other words, as the pro-
portion of the boundary friction within the mixed friction 
is greater. The tests indicate that the lubricating quality 
of an oil cannot be explained by the viscosity alone eVe n 
in the range of predominantly fluid friction, in spite of 
the fact that the viscosity is one of the chief factors 
defining the friction. 
Mention has been made in the foregoing of the attempts 
to explain this va rying behavior of oil by means of the 
physical-chemical properties, such as adhesion of oil to 
the meta llic surface, orientability of molecules in oil 
film, and molecular structure, for example. Because these 
properti e s can be influenced b y additives, tests had been 
carried on in which oleic acid had been added to the lubri-
cant (reference 19). (Also in unpublished tests of the 
mac h ine laboratory of the Karlsruhe Technical High School.) 
Such an addition had no measurable effect on the piston ring. 
But an addition of cOlloidal graphite yielded a certain al-
thou~h slight reduction in friction, amountin g to 6 pe rcent 
in the zone of pure mixed friction, but no measurable de-
crease in the zone of presumable fluid friction. Thi s find-
ing is similar to that made by O. Walger and G. Schneider 
(r eferen ce 18) and O. Walger and H. V. Schroeter (refer ence 
20) on journal bearings . Vogelpohl (reference 7) then at-
t emp ted to explain these differences by means of hydrodynamics. 
(The experiments of the a uthor had already been compl eted when 
Vo ge l poh l's article appeared in "61 und Kohle~ Subsequent ly 
his work was published in VDI-Forschungsheft N? 386.) 
Ho p roce e d e d from the fact that heat is created by the 
friction in the oil film, \",hich frequently produces a sub-
st antial temp e rature rise. In accord wi th it he regards the 
decr oase in viscosity resulting from the temp e rature ri se a s 
d ec isiv e for the carryin g capacity of the oil film. Und e r 
equ<:!.l test conditions, such as wall pr es sure, rubbing speed, 
and initial viscosity at entry of t he oil in the oil film, 
th e decrease in viscosity is much g reater as the viscosity-
t emp e rature curve is steeper and the specific gravity a nd the 
sp e ci f ic heat of the oil are lower. He derives, for different 
, 
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oils a t equal wall pressure, equal sp~ed, and equal initial 
viscosity, a relationship between the frictional force a nd 
a characteristic Kt which is computed from the e quation 
K = ( 10) 
,,,here 
Y specific gravity 
c s~ecific heat of oi l 
f3 n measure for the steepness of the viscosit;y-temperature 
curve 
This can be represented in a certain viscosity r a nge 
by the exponen ti a l function 
with T) 
ature t 
( 11) 
and T)1 denoting the viscosity values for temper-
an d t l' res p e c t i vel y • 
The specific gravity nnd the viscosity of the oils 
were measured , the specific heat of the oils computed 
according to Kraussold (reference 21). (The values for Y, 
T) , and c are in unusually good agreement with the data 
supplied by the oil companies for comparative purposes.) 
As the comparison with Vogelpohl had to be made in the 
zone of the mixed friction, the characteristic K next was 
determined for oil samples 1 to 6, and 9 at a viscosity of 
0.0023 kilog ram pe r square meter, at 0.6 meter per second 
average rubbing speed, and 1.5 kilograms per square centi-
meter wall pressure. Dependin g upon the brand of oil, the 
viscosit y corresponded to a test temperature ranging from 
50 0 C to 186.5° C; f3 was determined, as by Vogelpohl, at 
the ran ge between the initial viscosity and one-third of 
the initial viscosity. Figure 24 gives the calculated values 
of K and the r e lated friction coefficients. While the val-
ues for oils 1 to 4 can be joined by a straight line, those 
for oils 5, 6, and 9 are widely saattered . 
A comparison of oils 5 to 9 at a lo we r viscosity of 
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0 . 000380 kilogram per sQuare ~eter gives a similar picture. 
(Soe fi g . 24.) The test temperatures ranged between 124° ° 
and 149.7° 0 , the wall pressure was 3.0 kilogram s per square 
c en tim e t e r • At O. 6 a s VI e 11 a sat 2. 6 met e r s per sec on d. a v e r-
ag e Tubbing speed , the engine oils 6 to 9 can be joined by 
a straight line ; whilo oil 5 exhibits from time to time a 
considerable discrepancy . The curves in both diagrams in-
dicate that the higher characteristic belongs to the g reater 
frictional force. Vo g elpohl found the same result for Buche 
and Voi g tlander ' s test values . 
In figure 23 the oil samples 1 to 4 had at 0.00230 kilo-
gram per square me ter the Gam e test temperature of 50° C, the 
test temperatures for oils 5 , 6, and 9 "Tere 58 0 C t 79.8 0 C, 
and 85 . 5 0 0, resp El ctively . In figure 24, oil 5 had 0. test 
temperature of 124 0 a, while that of oils 6 to 9 ranged be-
tween 140 0 C and 149 . 7 0 C. Thus it is readily apparent that 
guide lines can be plotted for a distinct relationship of 
tho friction coefficient only when the oils have about the 
sam e vi s cosity at the same t e st temperature . If there a re 
mn rked discrepanctes, as in figure 21, Vogelpohl ' s data 
app ear no lon g er sufficient to e xplain the differences . 
Furt h erh ore. the effect of adsorbed l~yers o. lso would h a ve 
to be notcc_. 
Limi t s for \",all pressure and working-surface temperature.-
-rl a 11 pressure-and--;-orkTng=surface--fe m}) eratur e -may-notbe-----
raised at will in the tests . At a specific wall pressure a 
certain working surface te u perature could not be exceeded 
without entailing variations in the appearance of the liner . 
Because the liner was open at both ends , the rubbing surface 
co u ld be observed directly during the experiment. If the 
highest temperature permissible was exceeded, the working 
surface of the liner eXhibited. first, dull-looking streaks 
from 3 to 10 millimeters wide and extending from one dead 
center to the other. These streaks appeared distributed at 
rando D over the entire circumference of the liner and ini t i-
ated rou~hening of the l in e r. Depending upon 1a11 pressure 
and t empe rature , it was possible to observe light streaks 
for ~p to half a minute before the actual rough e ning started. 
This alwa~ s began in the dead centers and from these progres-
sively spread from there toward the center of the liner. If 
the t e st was immediately stoppe d a s soon as dull str e aks ap-
peared, the surface of the ring and the liner disclosed no 
visible attack. But when perceptible roughening appeared 
ov e r a thormocouple mounted under the working surface, tem-
perature increases up to 70° a were recorded. The sarno thing 
happe ned if the wall pr e ssure was adjusted too high. With a 
longer running-in pe:::-iod at lo\",er "JaIl pressure the ori g inal 
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appear~nc0 o f the rubbin g s urf a ce could be restored. To 
ascertain the safe max imum wo rkin g surface te~p e r atur es 
and. '/03.11 pre s su r e s , o il 6 was subjected to some special 
tests the resllts of which are s ho wn in figure 25. Both 
26 
t he ring nnel t he li ne r being en d. angere d, the t ests -/e re 
conf in ed t o 0. 4 and 2 .7 me ters pe r s econ d ave r age rub b i ng 
spe eds . As seen, the li mi ts for t he max i mum wal l pressure 
Lro [uch higher as the tempe r atu r e is low e r , and vice versa . 
The effect uf th e Rve r age r ubbing speed i s smal l . The t ests , 
moreover , disclosed the i mportant f a ct that t he wall pres-
sure may no t be raised at any wo r kin& surface t empe r a tur e 
above 12 ~ ilo g r ams pe r square centim t e r. ( Cf . the plotted 
t est points a t 30 0 and 40 0 C a v e r age working surface te .llper-
stures and 13 kg/ cm z wall pressure . ) 
PRES SURE C OND1 T I o~r S O:~ THE P 1ST ON R1~W 
Th e experiments d i s c ussed i n the foregoing show that 
the pressu r e of the p iston rin g against the rubbing surf n ce 
of t)e line r may not e xce e d 12 ki lo g r am s pe r square c enti-
mete r w~en oil 6 is u sed , ~nd that this max i mum pressure 
dropped with risi ng t empe r a tur e . Next , t lie expe ri ments by 
Vo gel ( refe r en ce 11) and by Ro bertson and Ford (r efe r en c e 22 ) 
s:ow ed thct th gas pressur e i n t he ring g roov e at t he buck 
of t ho first (uppermost) piston ring is app ro x i mately e qual 
to tho pressure i n the co bus t ion chambe r , and t he tho ugh t 
suggests itself 1hether this ea s p essure , whi ch in int erna l 
conbustion engines may amount to 100 k ilo g r nms per square 
c enti~etc r, sh ould n ot be look d upon ~Brhaps as w~ ll pre s-
sure of the pis to n ring. 
~ho experiments by St an ton, M~de r, and othe r s a rrived 
at I10 cons is t n t results a nd \!ere unable to r emove th 0 ex-
i sting confus i on , The explana t ion is f a cilit ated substnn-
tinlly when the pu r e hydrostati c f orc es in the lubric a ting 
film nra strictly differen ti a t ed f ro m the forces which in 
t he sease of lub r icating technique are due t flow processes 
in tho film or e l se to a sp ecial c ~rryi~g capaci t y of ad-
sorbed molecule l aye r s . 
Assuming , i n connection with the c on ditions represented 
i n fi gure 26 , t h3t the pressure Pa b e lOW the ring is just 
as hig :l ['.s the p:"essure p , nb ove it, then pu r ely hydro-
static pressure p , preva ils in the t hO l e oil film bet we en 
r ing [\nd c ~rlinder 1."1<". 11 and the oil film mere l y has to mo. in-
tain the equ ili b r ium of the self- expan sion of the ring. (If 
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it wore otherwise, it would have been necessary to add in 
th e t~sts quoted in the pre sent report the atmospheric 
pressure to the wall pressure of the piston rings.) In 
2'7 
tho event that P2 is less than Pl' a linear pressure 
drop from Pl to P2 can be assumed for the data of 
hydrodynanic friction (that is, of laminar flow in the 
lubric ating film) SO that in t h is instance the hydrostatic 
pr essure amounts on the average to 1/2(p.~ + Pal . Henc e the 
lubric ating forces in the film must absorb, in addition 
to the se lf~expansion pressure Po of the piston ring, the 
pressure difference Pl - 1/2 (Pl + pz) = 1/2 (Pl - P2) 
that is, the wall pressure 
( 12) 
This consideration leads under further simplifications 
to a very clear r epresen tation of the total rubbing force 
of n p iston rings of a piston loaded with the working 
pressure Pl ( positive pressure). ThUS, suppos ing the 
fri tion coefficient ~ of all piston rings were the same, 
the total frictional force beco~es 
It is clear from thes e t wo equ~tions that the ga s pres-
sure in the combustion chamber effects only in part an in-
cre ase in the wall pressure of t he piston ring. Assumin g 
the pres~ure belo~ the first sealing ring to be only half 
as high as above it, as mea sured by Robertson and Ford 
(ref rence 22) on an Otto cycl e engine, the uppermost pis-
ton ring is loaded only with one-fourth of the gas pressure 
additionally by th e gas. 
The question frequently arises in connection with 
internal-combustion englnes whether the piston ring lifts 
off from the lower groove flank during operation. Eweis 
has s h 0 -Tn t hat for the hI 0- s t r 0 k e eye 1 e met hod n ali f tin g-
of= may be expected at extremely high rotative speeds in 
consequence of the mass forces or at missing gas pressure 
for the last piston ring. 
The ring will lift off by reason of the frictional 
force when the frictio nal force is greater than the force 
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with which the ring is pressed by the g a s p r essure on the 
lower groove flank. The condition would then be 
\·,her e 
( 
P,-P2):? ~F p + -~-----~ - Ap 0 2 1 
F rubbing area 
A side area of piston ring 
(14 ) 
28 
C'o illustrate: 
( 14) l'e c om o s 
for Pl = 2Pa and ~ = 0.1, equation 
( 15 ) 
and if in addition, say, A = F a.nd Po = 105 kilo g rams 
per s quRr e centimeter , the piston ring is lifted off by 
fric t ion, when 
? l < 0.154 at mosph e re ( 16 ) 
It i s , therefo e, r e a d ily apparent that the rinp is 
lift ed off from the lower g roove flank by the frictional 
forc e onl y at extremely low gas pressures i n . the combustion 
ch ambe r. 
Tr nn s lation by J. Vanier, 
Na ~ i onal Advisory Committee 
for .A e :ro~ a.utics. 
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a h 
Figure 1.- The original 
test arrangement. 
a, liner; b, piston; 
c, ring. 
Figs. 1,2,3 
Figure 2.- Spreading device for 
piston rings. a, piston; 
b, piston ring; c, spreading lever; 
d, tension spring with knife-edge 
suspension. 
I 
figure 3.- Test layout. a, liner; b, piston; c, piston ring; 
d, heating cOil; e, arrangement for measuring the 
deflection of the liner; f, knife edge at the liner; g, spring 
with socket; h, oil line; i, damping weight; j, ground plates. 
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Figure 5 . -
Temperature 
relationship 
of the kine-
matic vis-
cosity of 
the test oils. 6 
S 
I~ 
~ .""'-
'" 
Figs. 4,5, 6 
Figure 4.- Mechani cal-optical 
arrangement for measuring 
the deflection of the liner. 
a, lengthened spring; b, socket ; 
c, knife edge; d, adjustabl e 
knife edge; 6, flat spring; 
f, mirror; g, tension device 
for s-pring e. 
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Figure 7.- The average 
rubbing speed 
plotted against running-
in time. Oil. 6- rubbing 
speed , 2.15 meters per 
second; wall pressure, 
3.0 kilograms per square 
centimeter; working sur-
face temperature, 120°0. 
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Figures 8 and 9.-
Mean coef-
ficient of friction 
plotted a.gainst 
mean rubbing speed 
at different work-
ing surface temper-
atures. Wall 
pressure, 1.5 and 
7.5 kilograms per 
square centimeter. 
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Average 
c'oeffici ent of 
friction plotted 
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rubbing speed at 
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pressures . Work-
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65.3° and 184.700 . 
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Figure 12.- Oil' 6- frictional 
.-. 
force plotted.against 
piston setting at different wall 
pressures. Working sur face temner-
ature, 119. 6°0; average rubbing 
~peed, 2.15 meters per second; v, 
moment ary rubbing speed . 
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Figure 13.- Oil 6- frictional force plott ed against piston 
settings at different working surface tempera-
tures. Wall pressure, 3.01' kilograms per square centimeter; 
average rubbing speed, 2.15 meters per second; v, momentary 
rubbing speed. 
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F1gu~e · 14.~ Oil 6- frictional force plotted against piston 
speed at different average rubbing speeds. Wall ' 
pressure, 3.01 kilograms per square centimeter; working 
surface temperature ) 65.300. 
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Figure 15.- Oil 6- frictional force plotted ag~inst the momentary 
rubbing speed at different working s urface tempera-
tures. Wall pressure 3.0 kilograms per square cent imeter , average 
rubbing speeds, 0.5 to 3.5 meters per second; a and b, the 
frictional fo rce computed for rounding-off radii 0 . 1 and 0 . 01 
millimeter a t 3.0 kilograms per square centimeter wall pres sur e 
and 65.3°0 wo rking surface temperature. 
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Oii 6- frictional force plotted agai nst momentary 
r ubbing speed at 3.6 and 9.0 kilogra~s per square 
wall pressures. Average rubbing speeds, 0.5 to 3.5 
s econd; working surface temperature, 77. 50 0 . 
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Figure 17.- Coefficient of friction plotted against the 
. characteristic ~ = ~v/Pa' Ourves a and b show 
the coefficient of friction for 0.1 and 0.01 millimeter 
curvature radius calculated according to equation (9). The 
test pOints reproduce the experimentally obtained coef-
ficient. Test conditions: wall pressure, 1.5 and 3 kilo-
grams per square centimeter; working surface temperatures. 
65.30 and 77.50 0; average rubbing speeds, 0 .5 to 3.5 
meters per second. 
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Figure 18.- Oils 1 to 
4 having at 
50°0 test temperature 
the same absolute 
viscosity of 0.00230 
kilograms per square 
meter. The average 
coefficient of 
friction i8 plotted 
against the average 
rubbing speed. Wal l 
pressure, 1.5 kilo-
grams per square 
~D ~s ~,,- centimeter. 
Average rvhhing speed ("IIK] 
Figs. 19,20 1 21,22 
Figure 19.- Coef-
ficient of 
friction of a 
journa.l bearing 
plotted aga.inst 
rotative speed 
for different 
brands of oils • 
(according to Sache). 
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Figure 20.- Oila 6 
to 9 ha.ving 
the same viscosity 
at equal test temper-
ature . Average coef-
ficient of friction 
plotted against aver-
age rubbing speed; 
wall pressure, 3.0 
kilograms per square 
centimeter. 
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Figure 21. Figure 22. 
Figures 21 and 22. - Average coefficient' of friction plotted 
against a.bsolute viscosity. Wall pressure, 3.0 kilo~ 
grams per s~uare centimeter; average r~bbing speed,~3.0 and 
0 .65 meters per second. 
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Figure 23.- Average coefficient 
of friction plotted against 
tbe Vogelpohl number. The num-
erals a t the test pOints indi-
cate the respective type of oil 
and the pertinent test tempera-
ture . Wall pressure, 1.5 kilo-
grams per square centimeter; 
viscos ity, 0.00230 kilogram per 
square meter; average rubbing 
speed , 0 .6 meter per second; 
11 : "1 = 3 : 1. 
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Figure 24.- Average coeffici ent 
of friction plotted against 
Vogelpohl1a number. The num-
erals indicate the respecti ve 
branjs of oil and test tempera-
ture. Wall pressure, 3.0 kilo-
grams per square centimeter; 
viscosity, 0.000380 kil ogram 
per square meter; average 
rubbing speed, 3.6 and 2.6 
meters per second; 'TI: 'TIl = 1 3. 
a 1/ I I/"~ '->~ ..... 
Working surface temperoft.lre rot; 
Figur e 25.- Limits for wall 
pressure and working 
surface temperature on oil 6. 
Average rubbing speed, 0.4 and 
2.7 met ers per second; at test 
pOints a the roughening ap-
peared even during starting. 
Figure 26.- . Pressure rati o a t 
the piston ring. 
PI = gas pressure in combustion 
cbamber above and back of t he 
ring; P2 = gas pressure b elow 
the ring. 
